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Investment-speci�c vs Process Innovation in a CGE

model of Environmental Policy

Claudio Baccianti and Andreas Löschel∗

Abstract

The European Union has implemented demand push and technology pull policies

to foster innovation on the energy and resource e�ciency of capital goods. The state of

the art of general equilibrium modelling applied to environmental policy rarely treats

product and process innovation separately and product quality is, in the best case,

exogenous. We develop a dynamic multi-sector CGE model that distinguishes between

R&D-based process innovation for all �rms, endogenous product innovation in the cap-

ital good sector and adoption decisions with respect to the installation of new capital

vintages in the rest of the economy. Our results support the previous literature in

�nding that aggregate innovation declines following an energy tax but whereas process

innovation is reduced, product innovation actually rises. We �nd that demand pull poli-

cies are less e�ective than product-related R&D subsidies to reduce aggregate energy

intensity.

1 Introduction

Innovation is one of the pillars of the Europe 2020 strategy to foster smart, sustainable and

inclusive growth up to 2020 and beyond. Public support to technological progress is seen as a

key policy measure to address environmental issues and to strengthen the European economy

at the same time. Green technologies set a bridge between innovation and environmental

policy and they are expected not only to reduce pollution and resource use but as well to

positively contribute to economic growth and employment creation. In this paper we focus on

energy e�ciency technologies and try to understand whether these policies, as R&D subsidies
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(corresponding author); Löschel, Westfälische Wilhelms - University Münster, Münster, Germany, and Centre
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to Oliver Schenker, Florian Landis, Simon Koesler and Weiqi Tang for helpful conversations.
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and energy taxes, are characterized by synergies in terms of economic and environmental

goals or they rather carry trade-o�s that are understated in the policy debate. The Europe

2020 Strategy sets a speci�c target to increase overall energy e�ciency by 20% in 2020. A

broad range of policies has been introduced to trigger the improvement in energy e�ciency

of industrial processes, buildings and transport systems. The 2011 Energy E�ciency Plan

includes a comprehensive set of measures, ranging from demand pull policies on technology

adoption to technology push research programs. On the demand side, the 2012 Energy

E�ciency Directive introduces energy labeling, energy e�ciency standards and promotes

the direct support for investing in energy conservation in the public and private sector. On

the supply side of technologies, the Strategic Energy Technology Plan is designed to foster

innovation on a wide spectrum of low-carbon technologies and it gives an important role to

R&D subsidies directed to research on energy e�ciency. The following Horizon 2020 research

program allocates about 100 millions of euros for the period 2014-2020 to research projects

on energy conservation technologies under the Energy E�ciency Call 2015.

Despite the important role of such measures in economic policy, the understanding of their

macroeconomic impact has been so far incomplete. One well established approach for the

ex-ante analysis of innovation and environmental policies is the use of Computable General

Equilibrium (CGE) models, which are able to give estimates of macroeconomic e�ects by

taking into account the complex interactions between agents in the economy. Several CGE

studies have analysed European environmental policies in details (e.g. Hübler and Löschel,

2013; Commission, 2014) but only very few have engaged in the challenging task to take

innovation into the analysis. Without endogenous innovation the modelling exercise can only

give a limited view on how environmental policy interacts with technological progress and

policy instruments targeting technology cannot be fully assessed. Subsidies on the purchase

of more energy e�cient capital goods are not only expected to promote the replacement of

ine�cient technologies, but as well to trigger an acceleration in the development of products

with higher productivity. A model with exogenous product quality can say very little about

this important e�ect.

We develop a multisector dynamic model in which the quality of durable goods is en-

dogenous and driven by product innovation in the capital good sector. Moreover, the model

features two distinct sources of productivity gains: not only improvements in the quality of

capital goods but as well in-house process innovation, modelled using the knowledge stock

speci�cation (e.g. Goulder and Schneider, 1999; Otto et al., 2008; Bosetti et al., 2009;

Kristkova, 2012). The distinction is relevant in a multisector economy because some sectors

might have low R&D spending but still high productivity growth. An example is agriculture,

which has a very low R&D intensity but it is highly capital intensive and the investment in
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new machines and equipment is the main channel of productivity growth1. Empirical stud-

ies have con�rmed that the productivity impact of in-house R&D might be overestimated

if interindustry technology �ows are neglected (Scherer, 1982; Griliches and Lichtenberg,

1984).

Another noteworthy feature of our model is that capital quality is energy-saving. In

standard models of product innovation, quality is purely capital-augmenting and this speci-

�cation delivers equivalent results compared to a model with cost-cutting process innovation2.

Under that assumption, from the point of view of �rms demanding investment goods there

would be no di�erence between a lower price of capital and higher quality, both decreasing

production costs to the same extent. Instead we assume capital quality to be energy-saving.

In a complete production function with several inputs, a reduction in the price of investment

goods might trigger higher use of capital and raise the demand for other inputs, including

energy. In our model the increase in quality of the latest capital vintage does not give the

same outcome, having instead a net energy-saving e�ect. As a result, we are able to analyse

an innovation policy that fosters general (unbiased) productivity through process innovation,

separately from funding targeting R&D on energy conservation technologies.

We calibrate the model to input-output data for the European economy and perform pol-

icy simulation exercises that focus on some innovation and environmental policy instruments.

The purpose of this paper is not to provide a precise quantitative assessment of existing Eu-

ropean policies, but rather to exploit the novel modelling set-up to study the interaction

between these two policy dimensions. Is an energy tax able to address environmental issues

and to trigger faster technological progress? Which innovation policy is most e�ective in

reducing energy intensity? We �nd that the increase of energy costs through taxation is

e�ective in curbing energy demand but it is detrimental for �nal consumption and for the

overall pace of technological progress. Process innovation in all consumption good sectors

declines following the introduction of an energy tax, showing that the market size is an im-

portant determinant of innovation incentives in our model. This result is not surprising and

is in line with previous �ndings (e.g. Goulder and Schneider, 1999; Sue Wing, 2003). Yet,

we �nd that �rms in the capital good sector seize the opportunity of higher energy costs and

increase both R&D spending and production. Researchers in that sector exploit the higher

willingness to pay of other �rms for investment goods with higher embodied quality. As a

result, investment good producers redirect innovation towards product innovation and the

quality of durable goods increases substantially in this scenario.

1In all sectors �rms have a much higher capital-intensity than knowledge-intensity, which suggests that
investment-speci�c technological progress might be more important than pure process innovation.

2See for instance Acemoglu (2009), Ch. 12.
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With respect to environmental goals, �nancing R&D spending results to be more e�ective

than a demand pull policy on capital investment to reduce energy intensity and energy

demand. The subsidy on the purchase of new capital goods is able to boost investment

spending but has a modest e�ect on product innovation and deters process-related R&D

investment in consumption good sectors. In all policy scenarios the capital vintage structure

is a crucial channel of policy intervention. Short term negative e�ects on the quality of

investment goods reverberates in the long run: accumulating physical capital with lower

embodied productivity has detrimental e�ects for economic growth and energy e�ciency

over time. Our �ndings suggest that policy design should carefully consider the implications

for investment-speci�c technological change.

This report is structured as follows. In Section 2 we explore into more details the existing

literature on CGE models with endogenous technological change and discuss how di�erent

types of innovation have been modeled so far. Section 3 includes the model description,

using a simpli�ed version to better explain the analytical features of the model. Section

4 illustrates the process of data collection and calibration of the full CGE model version.

Section 5 contains an overview of the main policy simulation exercises. Section 6 concludes.

2 Innovation in Applied General Equilibrium Models

The �eld of applied general equilibrium modelling with endogenous technological change is

extensive, even within the narrow study of environmental policies. Therefore we refer to ex-

isting reviews of the literature for a complete overview, e.g. Gillingham et al. (2008); Carraro

et al. (2010); Löschel and Schymura (2013), and we focus on the issues more closely related to

our work. Bottom-up models have a very detailed representation of energy technologies and

learning curves well capture the e�ects of time and production scale on productivity changes

for technologies actively used in production. Macroeconomic models and multisector CGE

models have instead adopted alternative technology speci�cations, that put more emphasis

on innovation and investment in R&D activities. These studies borrow from the theoretical

literature about endogenous growth (e.g. Romer (1990); Aghion and Howitt (1992)) and

make the necessary compromises with the complexities typical of applied large-scale models.

The knowledge stock speci�cation is one popular example. Firms can substitute out physical

inputs for intangible assets like patents, know-how and structural capital (the non-physical

infrastructure of a company), but as well human capital might be included. Knowledge

is accumulated through R&D investment, which is produced by research and innovation

activities. The modelling of knowledge accumulation is similar to the traditional capital ac-

cumulation process and it re�ects the view that R&D expenditures are dedicated to build up
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production assets, intangibles, and are not simple intermediate expenditures. The represen-

tation of knowledge with stock variables is also well suited to account for the intertemporal

and intratemporal spillovers that are typical of research and innovation activities.

Learning-by-doing, knowledge stocks, as well as other modelling approaches as backstop

technologies, provide a stylized but e�ective framework to endogenize technological progress.

However technological change is a complex phenomenon and can be hardly represented in full

details. For instance, as learning-by-doing emphasises the role of experience and technological

progress on a speci�c technology, it has little to say on how research and innovation are

directed towards speci�c factors of production or speci�c sectors. The knowledge stock

speci�cation is better able to capture how R&D investment reacts to changes in commodity

and input prices, as well as market size e�ects that a�ect research incentives. Yet innovation

is performed in di�erent varieties, from product to organizational innovation, from radical to

incremental and from exploration to exploitation innovation. Such heterogeneity is somehow

neglected in the state of the art of applied modelling, but it might be important. Baccianti

and Löschel (2014) ask to which extent product and process innovations are depicted in

CGE modelling work about environmental policy. By reviewing the existing literature,

they argue that in most cases only process innovation is taken into account and in some

cases, like backstop technologies, the modelling of innovation can be interpreted either way.

The equivalence of product and process innovation when quantities and quality are perfect

substitutes is indeed a classic result in macroeconomics, in particular in endogenous growth

theory. SEURECO/ERASME (2014) is one of the very few applied large-scale modelling

studies to date that models product and process innovation separately, including two distinct

types of knowledge stocks, one with a direct e�ect on the demand curve and another with a

direct e�ect on production costs.

Our work is as well related to the literature about Investment-Speci�c Technological

Change (ISTC) (e.g. Greenwood et al., 1997; Cummins and Violante, 2002; Ngai and

Samaniego, 2009), which focuses on the contribution of innovation in the capital goods sector

to explain macroeconomic phenomenona like economic growth and business cycle �uctua-

tions. ISTC is a type of non-neutral technological change that makes the production of

capital goods more e�cient and in each period one unit of new equipments contributes more

to the production of output. That is, the price of capital goods - in terms of output - de-

clines over time as data shows. The structure of our model is similar to Dürnecker and Mand

(2013), a study that analyses the impact of product market reforms on the US economy. In

their model the quality of investment goods is endogenous and capital good producers are

heterogeneous. The multisector economy has an input-output structure, which boosts the

e�ect of ISTC on aggregate productivity, as also shown in Ngai and Samaniego (2009). Our
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model di�ers not only for the research question, but also for the di�erent interpretation of

capital productivity - that we extend to energy e�ciency - and the joint modelling of both

product and process innovation.

3 A Multi-Sector Model with Capital-embodied Techno-

logical Change and Process Innovation

The core structure of the model is a dynamic multi-sector model of an open economy, that

is extended to include process-related knowledge capital formation and a separate module

dedicated to the production and innovation decisions in the investment good sector. This

section presents a stylized version to have a clearer view on the model behaviour, ignoring for

the moment the use of national and international intermediates. The next section presents

the full-�edged version used for policy simulations.

The fully intertemporal model allows agents to have forward looking decisions on a �-

nite horizon. The intertemporal maximization framework is important for the modelling of

innovation: the incentive to engage in R&D is in fact dependent on the future economic

conditions in which the technology will be marketed. Because of imperfections related to

the marketing of new ideas, we follow the literature and assume that the innovator is able to

appropriate the stream of future rents generated by the production of the new technology.

The resulting market microstructure is characterised by imperfect competition as in classic

models of endogenous growth (e.g. Judd, 1985; Romer, 1990; Aghion and Howitt, 1992) and

in previous CGE studies dealing with innovation (e.g. Diao et al., 1996; Otto et al., 2007,

2008; Roeger et al., 2008). We assume knowledge to be sector-speci�c. Within each sector

the successful innovator obtains monopoly rights on the use of the patented idea, which al-

lows the �rm to have positive pro�ts. In consumption good sectors �rms compete on prices

through process innovation, whereas in the capital good sector R&D activities can target

both process and product innovation. The energy sector supplies energy to the rest of the

economy and does not perform R&D activities.

3.1 Households and Final Demand

The representative household maximises the present value of lifetime utility U under a �nite

horizon T :

U =
T∑
t=0

(
1

1 + ρ

)t
u(Ct), (1)
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where Ct is a bundle of �nal consumption goods and ρ is the discount factor. We follow

the literature and assume that the instantaneous utility function u(Ct) is characterized by

constant elasticity of intertemporal substitution,

u(Ct) =
C1−θ
t − 1

1− θ
,

given θ, the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Households supply L̄

units of labour inelastically in each period. The government is �nanced by households and

the public sector net balance Gvtt is rebated to their income balance. It a�ects the bud-

get constraint whenever revenues from taxes di�er from expenses on subsidies. Moreover,

household savings are borrowed by �rms to �nance knowledge and physical capital invest-

ment. Households are also stakeholders in monopolistic �rms and earn positive pro�ts Πst,

for s ∈ {1, ..., Nc,m}, in each period because of the non-competitive market structure. The

household budget constraint is:

B ≡
∑
t

pctCt +4AT =
∑
t

(
wtL̄t +Gvtt

)
+
∑
t

[
Nc∑
j

Πjt + Πmt

]
, (2)

4AT = PqT qT − Pq0q0 +
∑
j

(PHT,jHT,j − PH0,jH0,j) + PHT,mHT,m − PH0,mH0,m,

Gvtt = τtpetEt −
∑
j

spc,jtpjtRD
H
jt − spc,mtpmtRDH

mt − spr,tpmtRD
q
t ,

where spc and spr are subsidies on process-related and product-related R&D investment,

possibly di�erentiated by sector. Household savings 4AT are invested in all types of capi-

tal, which are then rented to �rms. In each period, �nal consumption Ct is the aggregate

demand for Nc sectoral consumption goods CY,jt and it is speci�ed as a Constant Elasticity

of Substitution (CES) function:

Ct =

(
Nc∑
j=1

πjC
ε−1
ε

Y,jt

) ε
ε−1

, (3)

where πj is a share parameter and ε is the elasticity of substitution between sectoral

goods. The optimal demand for each sectoral good is the standard function of good j price:

CY,jt =

(
πj
pC,t
pjt

)ε
Ct. (4)
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3.2 Production and Innovation

3.2.1 Consumption Good Producers

There are Nc �rm types producing consumption goods and Nc is set exogenously. Markets

have a monopolistic structure because of the innovation-based competition between �rms.

Within each sector �rms share the same technology, i.e. the same input cost shares, but they

can engage in process-related R&D activities to innovate and enhance their productivity. The

�rm with the best process-related technology is able to supply the good at the lowest price

and secure a monopoly position in the market. In each period the market can be taken

over by a competitor that successfully develops a process-related technology characterized

by a higher knowledge capital content. The incentive for the incumbent monopolist to

perform R&D activities comes from the possibility for entrants to substitute physical inputs

for knowledge capital and supply a cheaper good, for given input prices and demand. The

relatively higher technological level of entrant �rms has been con�rmed by empirical studies,

for instance Linn (2008) for the case of energy intensity and Lentz and Mortensen (2008) for

overall productivity. Notice that producers of consumption goods do not perform product

innovation, so that relative di�erences in product characteristics across sectors are taken as

given and cannot be changed through research. The j-th �rm, j = 1, ..., Nc, manufactures

consumption goods Yjt with the multi-level CES technology using process-related knowledge

Hjt, energy Ejt, labour Ljt and a bundle of energy-consuming physical capital Kjt , produced

by the capital goods sector:

Yjt = H
γj
jt

[
ηj(EEjt)

σj−1

σj + (1− ηj)V A
σj−1

σj

jt

]σj(1−γj)
σj−1

, (5)

V Ajt = K
αj
jt L

1−αj
jt , (6)

EEjt = φjtEjt, (7)

where EEjtis the composite of energy in e�ciency units, given an index of energy pro-

ductivity φt. Process-related R&D capital has decreasing marginal returns in production

(0 < γj < 1) and is combined with physical goods by Cobb-Douglas technology, as in pre-

vious studies, e.g. Goulder and Schneider (1999); Otto et al. (2008). The Cobb-Douglas

speci�cation ensures enough substitution between tangible and intangible goods and it is in

line with the observed roughly constant share of R&D expenditures on gross domestic prod-

uct in developed countries over the last thirty years (OECD, 2014). The stock of knowledge

is sector-speci�c and it measures the broad variety of intangible assets that contribute to

a �rm's productivity. In many cases, in particular in the service sector, process innovation
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cannot be patented and the technology remains within the innovator's walls. The elastic-

ity of substitution between energy and value added is assumed less than one, 0 < σj < 1,

following the empirical evidence, e.g. Hassler et al. (2012) and Baccianti (2013).

Capital good varieties The bundle of capital goods Kjt is an aggregation of various

types of physical capital goods ki,jt, i ∈ [0, 1], which comprises machines, equipments, vehicles

and buildings. The physical capital stock in each sector j is de�ned as:

Kjt =

(ˆ 1

0

k
αj
i,jtdi

) 1
αj

. (8)

The previous equation requires that the capital share αj is a function of the elasticity

of substitution between equipment varieties νj, as αj =
νj−1
νj

. Moreover capital goods are

substitutes, i.e. νj > 1, which ensures the capital share αj to be positive and less than unit.

Each capital good variety is characterised by a level of quality that determines its embodied

productivity. We adopt a speci�cation commonly used in the literature of ISTC to de�ne

the e�ect of embodied technology on the production of the adopting �rm. In each period

�rms decide the allocation of investment mi,jt for each type of capital i given information

on qit, the productivity of the speci�c type of machine, equipment or vehicle in the capital

accumulation process:

ki,jt+1 = qitmi,jt + (1− δK)ki,jt. (9)

Capital k is measured in e�ciency units: higher quality embodied in the investment good

m leads to higher productivity.

An important feature of our model is to extend the capital vintage analysis from general

capital productivity to energy productivity. All capital varieties are energy-consuming goods

and in fact directly responsible for the energy consumed during production. Technical energy

e�ciency in production is a function of capital productivity, that is the technological level of

each piece of capital employed by �rms. We set the energy productivity indexφjt of equations

(5) - (7) to depend on the composition of capital varieties and vintages used by �rms. The

index φjt is de�ned as a weighted average of quality of capital installed,

φjt =

ˆ 1

0

φi,jt
Mi,jt

Mjt

di, (10)

where Mi,jt is a measure of the physical stock of capital i installed up to time t and is

de�ned as
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Mi,jt = mi,jt +
t−1∑
s=0

mi,js(1− δK)t−s, (11)

with Mi,j0, the initial stock of capital i. The energy e�ciency of each capital type i

installed is determined by

φi,jt+1 = qit
mi,jt

Mi,jt

+ φi,jt

(
1− mi,jt

Mi,jt

)
. (12)

The special feature of this model is endogenous energy e�ciency, which is the third state

variable in the �rm's decision problem. Investment in �xed capital goods, mi,jt, gives to

the �rm the possibility to improve its energy e�ciency level in future periods if the current

capital vintage has a higher embodied quality. In fact, energy e�ciency φi,jt of a speci�c

type of capital goods is determined by the composition of vintages installed over time and,

clearly, the e�ciency index φi,jt is not a�ected by investment if the quality of equipment and

machines does not change over time. It is important to notice the twofold e�ect of capital-

embodied technology. On the one hand higher capital productivity on the value added side

is energy-using (given σj < 1, for all j) but, on the other hand, the bias of technology is

counterbalanced by the energy-saving e�ect that as well characterises the results of innovation

on capital goods.

Symmetric equilibrium We consider an equilibrium that features the same cost func-

tion for capital goods producers and pmit = pmt for all i. Without heterogeneity in prices and

quality of capital good varieties, in each sector �rms have a symmetric allocation of capital

across di�erent types, that is ki,jt = kjt for all j. As a result the bundle of capital goods Kjt

is equal to kjt and the average capital quality is equal to qt. In symmetric equilibrium the

level of energy e�ciency (10) results to evolve as follows

φjt+1 = qt
mjt

Mjt

+ φjt

(
1− mjt

Mjt

)
, (13)

and the accumulation of sectoral capital Kt can be similarly rewritten as

Kjt+1 = qtmjt + (1− δK)Kjt. (14)

Consumption goods producers maximize the �ow of current and future pro�ts in two

steps. The allocation of production inputs is �rstly set given market prices for labour,

investment goods, energy and the cost of process-related R&D. At this stage the �rm observes

the quality of capital goods o�ered on the market and, given this piece of information, it
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decides upon investment in physical capital. The intertemporal pro�t maximization problem

is:

max
Hjt+1,RDHjt ,φjt+1

Ejt,Ljt,mjt,Kjt+1,

Πj =
∑T

t=1 β
t
{
pjtYjt − pjt(1− sj,pc)RDH

jt − wtLjt − pEtEjt − pmt mjt

}
(15)

s.t. Yjt = H
γj
jt

[
ηj(φtEjt)

σj−1

σj + (1− ηj)V A
σj−1

σj

jt

]σj(1−γj)
σj−1

,

Kjt+1 = qtmt + (1− δK)Kjt,

Hjt+1 = RDH
jt + (1− δH)Hjt,

φjt+1 = qt
mjt

Mjt

+ φjt

(
1− mjt

Mjt

)
.

where βt =
(

1
1+ρ

)t
and sj,pc is the subsidy on R&D expenditures on process innovation.

Process innovation decision is based on a couple of �rst order conditions on the optimal

allocation of the process-related knowledge stock Hjt+1 and R&D investment RDH
jt :

pjt+1γj

(
EV Ajt+1

Hjt+1

)1−γj
+ λHj,t+1(1− δH) = λHj,t, ⊥Hjt+1 (16)

λj,t = pjt(1− sj,pc), ⊥RDH
jt (17)

where λjt is the multiplier associated with the capital accumulation constraint (14) and

EV Ajt is a composite of energy, physical capital and labour, a subnest of (5). Investment

and stock of physical capital are instead determined by the following �rst order conditions:

RMPK
jt+1 + µjt+1(1− δK) = µjt, ⊥Kjt+1 (18)

µjt + ξjt
(qt − φjt)

qt

 1

Mj,t−1

(
1 +

mjt
Mjt−1

)2
 =

pmt
qt
, ⊥mjt (19)

PEV A
jt+1

∂EV Ajt+1

∂φjt+1

= ξjt − ξjt+1

(
1− mjt+1

Mjt+1

)
, ⊥φjt+1 (20)

where ξjt is the multiplier associated with the energy e�ciency constraint (13) and

RMPK
jt+1 is the revenue marginal productivity of physical capital in the next period. The

�rm chooses the optimal capital stock in e�ciency units for the next period, Kjt+1, a deci-
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sion that only focuses on the direct contribution of capital to production. Investment mjt

is instead measured in physical units and it has a secondary e�ect on energy e�ciency. As

equation (13) shows, physical units of current investment determine the weights of the latest

vintage in the energy e�ciency indicator of �rms. If the current vintage has a di�erent

embodied e�ciency qt compared to the energy e�ciency of installed capital φjt, then invest-

ment in a new vintage of physical capital allows to change the level of energy e�ciency in

production (equation 19).

Equation (20) sets the optimal level of energy e�ciency in production. From the produc-

tion function we derive the marginal productivity of one additional unit of energy e�ciency,

φt, that is

∂EV Ajt+1

∂φjt+1

=
(
pEV Ajt

)σj
EV Ajtφ

σj−2
jt p

1−σj
Et .

The marginal productivity of energy e�ciency is increasing in the price of energy, so that

�rms have higher incentives to install newer capital vintages as energy costs rise. More-

over, high volumes of physical production induce �rms to employ a larger �ow of energy in

e�ciency units and technological e�ciency might be used to substitute for physical energy.

The optimal stock of physical capital is derived from the �rst order condition (18):

Kjt+1 = αj
P V A
jt+1V Ajt+1

µjt − (1− δK)µjt+1

, (21)

and the (shadow) price of physical capital stock results from (19),

µjt =
pmt
qt
− ξjt

(qt − φt)
qt

κ (mjt;Mjt−1) , (22)

by setting κ (mjt;Mjt−1) =

 1

Mj,t−1

(
1+

mjt
Mjt−1

)2

. The capital stock price µjt mainly

depends on the price of investment goods, pmt , and it is adjusted to account for the energy-

saving content of the latest vintage. We �nd the optimal demand for investment goods by

using the law of motion (14) together with equations (21), (22) and (14):

mjt =
αjP

V A
jt+1V Ajt+1

pmt − ξjt (qt − φjt)κ (mjt;Mjt−1)− (1− δK)qtµjt+1

− (1− δK)
Kjt

qt
. (23)

Through optimization we get the cost function c
(
RH
jt , pEt, wt, p

m
t , qt;σj, αj

)
to be used in

the second stage together with household demand (4). Given isoelastic demand, the �rm

sets the standard monopolist price applying a constant markup on production costs:
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pjt =
ε

ε− 1
c
(
RH
jt , pEt, wt, p

m
t , qt;σj, αj

)
. (24)

3.2.2 Production of Capital Goods

Capital good varieties are produced by �rms in a separate sector and the mass of all

varieties is assumed to be unit. The possibility to engage in both product-related and

process-related R&D is a special feature of this sector. Capital good producers can change

the quality of their product through product innovation. Also in this case a non-competitive

market structure arises because of innovation. The successful monopolist in the market for

a single capital variety is able to supply a product with the best combination of low cost and

high quality, compared to competitors. We assume for simplicity that producers of di�erent

capital varieties share the same multi-level CES technology in producing capital varieties,

Y m
it :

Y m
it = Hγm

m,it

[
ηmE

σm−1
σm

m,it + (1− ηm)L
σm−1
σm

m,it

]σm(1−γm)
σm−1

(25)

using process-related knowledge capital Hm,it, energy Em,it and labour Lm,it. In order to

simplify calculations, the �rm in this sector does not employ its own products in production

but only in the accumulation of product-related and process-related knowledge. As before,

R&D activities employ labour and energy similarly to production activities and the invest-

ment in product or process innovation requires the use of one unit of sectoral output Y m
it .

Demand for capital goods originates from investment in all consumption goods sectors. As

a result, the total demand faced by producer i in every period is:

Dm
it =

∑
j∈{1,...,J}

mi,jt. (26)

The demand for the speci�c variety of investment good mjt can be derived similarly to

equation (23), but without imposing the symmetric equilibrium. The law of motion of the

capital stock (9) together with the demand for the stock of capital variety i,

ki,jt+1 =

(
PK
jt

pKi,jt

)νj

Kjt+1, (27)

with PK
jt =

[´ 1
0

(
pKi,jt
)1−νj di] 1

1−νj and pKi,jt = µi,jt − (1− δK)µi,jt+1, gives

13



mi,jt =

(
PK
jt

χi,jt

)νj

q
νj−1
it Kjt+1 − (1− δK)

ki,jt
qit

, (28)

where χi,jt = qitp
K
i,jt = pmit − ξi,jt (qit − φi,jt)κ (mi,jt;Mi,jt−1)− (1− δK)qitµi,jt+1.

Equation (28) shows the di�erence between product and process innovation: the former

shifts the product demand curve whereas the latter aims to increase demand through a

lower price pmit (in χi,jt), leaving the demand schedule unchanged. The increase in product-

embodied quality qit changes the customers' willingness to pay for the piece of capital variety,

a standard result in models with innovation along the quality ladder, e.g. Aghion and Howitt

(1992). There are three major e�ects at work. The current vintage of investment goods

become more productive with respect to the installed capital stock, which gets depreciated

further by qit in terms of e�ective units. The e�ect is straightforward to see for the special

case of ki,jt = qit−1mit−1, in which product innovation depreciates the level of e�ective

productivity of previous capital vintages by a factor qit−1

qit
. The other two e�ects are in the

�rst term of equation (28). First, the indirect e�ect of energy e�ciency on the e�ective cost

of a new capital vintage is captured by χi,jt. Second, a more productive investment good

variety has a competitive advantage with respect to other varieties and there is a positive

e�ect on demand mi,jt because of substitution, as νj > 1. More precisely, the e�ect of quality

on the optimal investment in physical capital is

∂mi,jt

∂qit
=

[
(νj − 1)

(
1

qit

)2−νj ( 1

χi,jt

)νj
+ νj

(
−∂χi,jt
∂qit

)(
1

χi,jt

)1+νj

q
νj−1
it

] (
PK
jt

)νj
Kjt+1+

(29)

+(1− δK)
ki,jt
q2it

> 0,

with
∂χi,jt
∂qit

< 0. Equation (29) clearly indicates that the impact of capital quality on

investment demand is positive and capital good producers might foster the purchase of new

capital goods by performing product innovation. Besides direct capital productivity, en-

ergy e�ciency is a second channel to in�uence investment decisions through product quality

changes. Notice that each �rm i is too small to a�ect the average price PK
jt and use of capital

Kjt+1 in sector j. Nevertheless the investment in product-related R&D by all producers of

capital varieties might have a twofold demand externality. Generalized quality improvements

not only lead to an increase in the sector j stock of physical capital in e�ective units, but

they as well lead to an increase in average energy e�ciency φ. Under complementarity be-

tween energy and value added, higher energy-saving technology rises the demand for physical

14



capital.

Similarly to the consumption goods producers, the �rm maximises pro�ts in two stages,

minimising production costs �rst and then choosing the optimal product price together

with investment in knowledge capital. In the �rst stage of pro�t maximization the �rm

performs cost minimization and sets the optimal demand of labour, energy, as well as process

innovation:

max
Hm,it+1,RDHm,it,Lm,it,Em,it

Πit =
∑T

t=1 β
t
{
pmit
[
Y m
it − (1− sm,pc)RDH

m,it

]
− wtLm,it − pEtEm,it

}
s.t. Hm,it+1 = RDH

m,it + (1− δH)Hm,it, (30)

and subject to (25). The parameter sm,pc is the subsidy on R&D expenditures on process

innovation, equal across �rms i ∈ [0, 1]. Production costs are constant across i, which

justi�es the symmetric equilibrium condition used in the previous section. Factor demands

are derived from the following �rst order conditions:

pmt
∂Y m

it

∂Lm,it
= wt ⊥Lm,it, (31)

pmt
∂Y m

it

∂Em,it
= pEt, ⊥Em,it, (32)

(1− sj,pc)pmit = λmit ⊥RDH
m,it, (33)

pmt+1

∂Y m
it+1

∂Hm,it+1

+ (1− δH)λmit+1 = λmit ⊥Hm,it+1. (34)

After minimizing costs with respect to process-related knowledge capital and physical

inputs, the �rm sets the product price and the level of quality of capital goods sold in that

period. By using the cost function c(RH
m,it, wt, pEt;σm, γm) derived in the �rst step, the

second step is the following pro�t maximization problem:
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max
pmit ,RD

q
it,qit

Πit =
∑T

t=1 β
t {[pmit − c(.)]Dm

it − (1− sm,pr)c(.)RDq
it}

s.t. Dm
it =

∑
j∈{1,...,J}

mi,jt (35)

qit =

(
RDq

it

qit

)ψ
+ (1− δq)qit−1, (36)

qi0 = qiniti . (37)

where qiniti > 0 is a positive initial level of quality, dqis a scaling parameter and 0 < ψ ≤ 1

sets the degree of marginal return of R&D investment in the development of higher quality

products. The subsidy sm,pr is applied on R&D expenditures on product innovation. First

order conditions:

Dm
it + [pmit − c(.)]

∑
j

∂mi,jt

∂pmit
= 0, ⊥pmit (38)

(1− spr)c(.) =
ϑit
qit
ψ

(
RDq

it

qit

)ψ−1
, ⊥RDq

it (39)

[pmit − c(.)]
∑
j

∂mi,jt

∂qit
+ ϑit+1(1− δq) = ϑit

[
1 +

(
RDq

it

qit

)ψ
ψ

qit

]
, ⊥qit (40)

where ϑit is the multiplier associated to the quality accumulation constraint (36). Equa-

tion (40) sets the optimal level of product quality at time t, given the impact of quality on

investment demand (29). Equation (38) determines the optimal price set by the monopolist

�rm. In this case a single producer is selling to multiple buyers, charging a unique price

because price di�erentiation is not possible. As a result the pricing formula is slightly more

complex than the previous case because buyers - i.e. sectors - di�er with respect to their

elasticity of demand for capital goods:

pmit

(
1 +

1∑
j θi,jt%j

)
= c(.), (41)

where θi,jt =
mi,jt∑
j mi,jt

is the share of product i sold to sector j at time t and the coe�cient

%j =
∂mi,jt
∂pmit

pmit
mi,jt

is the elasticity of demand for i in sector j .

3.2.3 Energy Sector

Energy is produced by a specialized sector that employes labour using a linear technology:
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Et = aELEt. (42)

The market for energy is perfectly competitive and energy �rms supply energy services

to the rest of the economy, including consumption good sectors and capital good producers.

The pro�t maximization problem for the utility �rm is:

max
Et

ΠE
t = pEt(1− τE)Et − wtLEt

s.t. (42)

where τE is the energy tax imposed by the government.

3.3 Equilibrium

The general equilibrium is speci�ed by series of prices and quantities that satisfy all model

equations, that is market clearing conditions for all goods and input factors, as well as zero

pro�t conditions and the budget constraint. The analytical solution of the model is found3

by imposing a balanced growth path in which variables grow at constant rates, even if not

necessarily equal. In fact, capital-embodied productivity a�ects consumption goods �rms

heterogeneously. The innovation process is centralized in the investment good sector and all

consumption good producers face the same development path of capital technologies over

time. Yet, the adoption of newest vintages di�ers across sectors because of heterogeneity in

energy and capital shares and the actual contribution of investment-embodied productivity

growth to sectoral output growth di�ers across consumption good sectors. As a result, our

benchmark growth rates di�er across sectors. Whereas unbalanced growth in other models

(cf. Herrendorf et al., 2014) originates from di�erences in sectoral Hicks neutral technological

progress, i.e. TFP, in our model the impact of technological progress on sectoral production

is partly factor-augmenting.

The growth rate of output in a consumption good sector j has to be equal to the growth

rate of demand, which includes demand for �nal consumption and for investment in knowl-

edge capital:

gj = $jg
C
j + (1−$j)g

RDh
j ,

where $j is the benchmark share of consumption on good j's demand. We set process-

3Further details including the calculation of the benchmark growth path are available from the authors
upon request.
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related R&D investment to grow at the same rate of output growth gj, so that gRDhj = gj.

The heterogeneous impact of quality growth gq on sectoral prices is the main reason for gj

to di�er across js. In fact, the growth in demand for a consumption good j

gCj = ε(gPC − gPYj ) + gC ,

depends on changes in the relative price of consumption. Investment-speci�c technologi-

cal change gq has a direct e�ect on the cost of both energy and capital, but not necessarily in

the same way across sectors and gPYj1 (gq;αj1 , ηj1) 6= gPYj2 (gq;αj2 , ηj2) if αj1 6= αj2or ηj1 6= ηj2

for any j1 6= j2, with j1, j2 ∈ J . For the special case of no growth in capital quality, gq, the

economy follows a balanced growth path with gj = gC for all j ∈ J .
In the investment good sector, part of the demand comes from investment in product-

related and process-related R&D expenditures and the rest is investment demand from con-

sumption good sectors. Market clearing and the assumption that gRDHm = gm implies that

the growth rate in the production of investment goods, gm, is

gm =
∑
j

$j
m

1−$H
m

gmj (gq, gj;αj, σj) +
1−

∑
j $

j
m −$H

m

1−$H
m

(
1 + ψ

ψ

)
gq,

given benchmark demand shares $h
m, with h ∈ {1, ..., J,H} and the balanced growth

path condition on quality growth imposed on (36).

By using the �rst order condition for product innovation (39), the growth rate of quality

in balance growth is gq = ψ(gϑm−gPm). Equation (40) requires the growth in the shadow price

of the quality stock gϑm to grow as much as the marginal revenue productivity of quality. The

pair gq and gϑm can be found by solving the following system:

gq = ψ(gϑm − gPm)

gϑm = gPm +
∑

j θ
m
j

[
Λj

(
gξj − g

µ
j

)
+
(
gmj − gq

)]
where gξj − gµj = vj

(
gξj − gPm + gq

)
. Λj and vj are parameters that are function of

benchmark values of κ(.), µ and ξ. The coe�cient θmj is the benchmark share of investment

good demanded by sector j . It results that
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gϑm = gP +
gq

ψ
,

gq =
1 +

∑
j θ

m
j Λjvj(

1+ψ
ψ
−
∑

j θ
m
j (Λjvjςj + ∆j)

)g,
where g and gP are respectively the baseline growth rates of aggregate consumption

and of labour and energy prices. The coe�cient ςj also depends on underlying structural

parameters and it results that ςj < 0, which leads to gq < g. The result can be explained

by the characteristic shape of the innovation possibility frontier of product innovation (36).

The e�ectiveness of product-related R&D investment declines as the quality stock increases

and there are additional decreasing returns due to ψ < 1.

4 Extended CGE Version and Calibration

The model presented in the previous section is extended to include additional features like

international trade and sectoral intermediate goods use. The resulting CGE model pro-

vides a more detailed representation of the economy and it is employed for carrying out

policy simulations. First of all, the input-output structure of production is a fundamental

characteristic of multisector economies. The fact that consumption goods are used in the

production process of all other sectors, including capital good and energy production, intro-

duces stronger connections between production units and ampli�es the impact of external

shocks. The main data used for model calibration is the input-output table (or Social Ac-

counting Matrix, SAM) of the EU 27 country block for year 2008, constructed by Eurostat.

Data are disaggregated up to 65 subsectors, according to the NACE Rev. 2 classi�cation.

We consider the whole EU 27 aggregate and do not account for cross-country �ows within the

block, because of the complexities in representing the within-Europe �ows of research fund-

ing and spillover e�ects. European countries have in fact strongly interconnected research

networks. The average share of public research funding from EU or EU-national sources

that supports transnational research within the European Union has been estimated to be

3.8% in 2010 (European Commission and Eurostat, 2012). By adding cross-country �ows of

private business R&D expenditures into the picture, it results a strong interdependence of

member states with respect to R&D activities (see for instance Dachs et al. (2012) for more

detailed statistics).

The SAM is the main data source to calibrate factor share parameters in production

as well as share coe�cients on the demand side, specifying the allocation of output among
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alternative destinations in equilibrium. We need �rst to rearrange the original SAM and make

it consistent with the model assumptions. For instance, output of the capital good sector

is only demanded by consumption good producers as investment goods, not intermediates,

in the model. The row in the SAM has to be adjusted accordingly. The next step is to

integrate information about R&D investment into the data matrix.

4.1 Integrate R&D Expenditures in the SAM

The SAM for the EU27 has detailed information about sectoral production and demand, in

particular the input-output structure of �ow of intermediate good use across sectors. The

construction of these data is still based on the ESA 1995 standard and R&D expenditures

are accounted as intermediate consumption, rather than gross �xed capital formation as

in the new ESA 2010. That is, the original SAM is inconsistent with our model because

innovation expenditures do not make a positive contribution to gross domestic product,

which are instead regarded as investment in our model. The issue is not novel in the �eld

of R&D-based CGE modelling and we follow previous studies with respect to modifying the

SAM to have a consistent model calibration, i.e. Otto et al. (2008); Löschel and Otto (2009).

Data for R&D expenditures by sector are obtained from OECD ANBERD database for

year 2008, with values converted into millions of euros and expressed in current prices. The

dataset is a unique data source for international business R&D, with �ne sectoral disaggre-

gation and highly harmonized cross-country data expressed also in purchasing power parity

units. A disadvantage of the ANBERD database is the limited coverage: not all EU27

countries are included but only 4 the largest economies, accounting for 90 % of total R&D

expenditures in the EU27 area (European Commission and Eurostat, 2012). It is important

to split the R&D statistics into values relative to product and process innovation. The AN-

BERD database does not provide information on the composition of R&D expenditures with

respect to the type of innovation. We rely on the results of the Community Information Sur-

vey (CIS) to retrieve information useful to partition the R&D aggregates into product and

process innovation expenditures. In particular, we rely on the CIS data statistics provided

by the Eurostat website in order to have the complete collection of results for all countries.

The CIS contains data on the fraction of �rms that perform any type of innovation, as well

as the the share of �rms that engage in speci�c innovation activities. The database does not

have a direct measure of the share of R&D expenditures dedicated to process and product

innovation separately. Nevertheless, among all innovative �rms in the sample I we have a set

of �rms that perform only product innovation, Ionlypc ⊆ I, only process innovation, Ionlypr ⊆ I,

4Including Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Nether-
lands, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, United Kingdom and Romania.
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and a group of �rms that do both innovation activities, Iboth ⊆ I. Call θonlypc and θonlypr the

shares of �rms doing only process and product innovation, respectively. The share of �rms

doing both activities is instead θboth and it should be that θonlypc + θonlypr + θboth = 1.

Then

RDTOT =
∑
i∈Ionlypc

RDi +
∑
i∈Ionlypr

RDi +
∑
i∈Iboth

RDi,

by assuming that the total (or average) R&D investment spent by a single �rm does not

vary across di�erent innovation groups, i.e. RDi = R̄D, ∀i ∈ I,

n R̄D = npcR̄D + nprR̄D + nboth(αpcR̄D + (1− αpc)R̄D),

with αpc ∈ [0, 1] . If the fraction of process-related R&D expenditures at the aggregate

level is equal to the process innovation share αpc for �rms performing both types of R&D,

we have

αpc = θonlypc + αpcθ
both,

αpc =
θonlypc

1− θboth
.

We �nd that in the investment good sector about 78 % of R&D expenditures are dedicated

to product innovation, a much higher value compared to the product-R&D share of other

sectors (57%).

Production and innovation data are aggregated up to the seven macrosectors used in the

model: �ve consumption good sectors, i.e. Agriculture (AGR), Energy Intensive Manufactur-

ing (EIM), Low Energy Intensity Manufacturing (NEIM), Transport and Trade (TrTr) and

Services (SERV), together with the capital good sector and the energy sector. The capital

good sector includes the production of machinery, equipment, vehicles and buildings. The

energy sector is calibrated using data for both electricity production and supply of fuels and

materials. A key feature in the model is that physical capital uses products from the energy

sector. As we do not di�erentiate between di�erent types of capital and we keep a broad

level of aggregation, the energy sector covers the supply of a large range of natural resources,

not only energy but as well raw materials. Product innovation on capital goods improves the

general e�ciency in using natural resources. An important issue in the aggregation process

is related to di�erences in data sources. The ANBERD database is constructed using the

ISIC rev. 4 sectoral classi�cation, whereas the SAM groups �rms according to the NACE
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rev. 2 standards. Data aggregation starting from the �nest available level of disaggregation

of the original datasets allows to reduce discrepancies between the R&D aggregates and the

aggregated SAM due to the di�erent sectoral classi�cations.

Once data are aggregated, we proceed to integrate R&D expenditure data into the SAM.

The reclassi�cation of R&D expenditures into investment in knowledge capital entails the

creation of a new endowment, the introduction of a new row of factor compensation and the

need of cleaning up the SAM from potential double counting. R&D expenditure data are

regarded as �xed capital formation, i.e. intangibles, and enter the SAM as a new column.

R&D activities are assumed to trade domestically and there is no import or exports of

knowledge investment. Knowledge capital generates in each year a �ow of compensation for

R&D services that needs to be computed. There are no data available but an approximation

can be calculated assuming the economy to be in balanced growth. Given the depreciation

rate for knowledge and growth rates of sectoral output, the �ow of R&D rent is calculated

using the optimal conditions (16), (34) and (40), together with the balanced growth level of

investment obtained from the law of motions of each capital stock. For process innovation,

the compensation for R&D services of the sector-speci�c knowledge stock is given by the

formula

RentR&D
H = RH0

InvR&D
H

δH + g
,

where RHo is the benchmark value for the rental rate of process-related knowledge capital

and g is the growth rate of output in that sector. For product innovation, the �ow of R&D

compensation is instead calculated as

RentR&D
q = Rq0

(
(1 + gq)1+ψ

δq + gq

) 1
ψ (
InvR&D

q

) ψ
1+ψ ,

where Rq0 is the benchmark value for the rental rate of product-related knowledge capital

and gq is the balanced growth rate of the product quality stock.

The necessary adjustment for the SAM to be balanced again is carried out following the

procedure used in Otto et al. (2008), which basically debits the R&D investment value to

the intermediate consumption columns according to their original shares and �nally requires

to adjust the supply side for it to match total demand.

4.2 Model Calibration

We express the model in calibrated share form and follow a standard calibration procedure.

Data for the base year are used as reference for setting benchmark values of all share pa-
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Parameter Description Value Parameter Description Value

σj elasticity between energy and VA [.1 - .3] σtop,j Elasticity between intermediates [.2 - .5.]

and K-L-E

σA Armington elasticity (j,m,E) 1.4 ε elasticity between sectoral goods 2

in �nal demand

σIn,j Elasticity between intermediates [.05 - .25] ψ Productivity of product-R&D .9

σIn,m Elasticity between intermediates .25 γj Cost share of knowledge [.001 - .014]

σIn,E Elasticity between intermediates .25 γm Cost share of knowledge .004

σtop,E Elasticity between intermediates .6 δH depreciation - knowledge capital .2

and labour

σm elasticity between labour and energy .2 δq depreciation - quality .2

σtop,m Elasticity between intermediates .5 δK depreciation - physical capital .05

and L-E

Table 1: Model parameters: Calibration

rameters in production functions and �nal demand. We refer to previous studies (Otto et

al. 2008 and Baccianti 2013) for calibrating the elasticities of substitution of production and

utility functions. Physical and knowledge capitals are characterized by a di�erent process of

depreciation, an intuitive argument that has been con�rmed by empirical work (e.g. Mead

2007 and Hall 2010). Depreciation rates of physical capital for all consumption good sectors

are set to 5 percent, whereas the knowledge stock depreciates faster, at a rate of 20 percent

in all sectors and equally for product-related and process-related knowledge.

Sectoral production functions use energy in e�ciency units but only physical units of

products from the energy sector are available in the data. We introduce a scaling coe�cient

bj in the law of motion of energy e�ciency φjt (equation 13) and calibrate the parameter in

a way to have a level of φ equal to one in the benchmark year. The modi�ed equation for

the dynamics of energy e�ciency is φjt+1 = bjqt
mjt
Mjt

+ φjt

(
1− mjt

Mjt

)
.

The model is de�ned over an �nite horizon, which arises the issue of terminal capital

stocks. We follow (Lau et al., 2002) and introduce post-terminal stock quantities, with their

associated price. Post-terminal variables are set by imposing endogenous balanced growth

conditions.

5 Environmental and Research Policies: Some Results

We carry out a set of simulation exercises to assess a wide range of policy instruments,

covering both innovation and environmental policy. The time horizon is year 2050.
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Figure 1: Ratio of product R&D to process R&D in the capital good sector.

5.1 R&D subsidies

Product R&D subsidy We study the e�ect of innovation subsidies, a form of governmen-

tal support to R&D investment in percentage of research costs (including sta� and necessary

structures). In this section we discuss the results related to the introduction of a 15% R&D

subsidy on product innovation in the capital good sector.

The subsidy increases the quality of produced capital goods and accelerates capital accu-

mulation. With higher quality, investment in physical capital becomes more appealing and

the capital stock in e�ective units rises. In the capital good sector R&D activities are, not

surprisingly, turned to research on product innovation. The ratio of investment in product-

related R&D to the one in process-related R&D is up by 9% with respect to the baseline

in the long run (Figure 1). The subsidy on product innovation is very e�ective in changing

innovation pro�tability for durable good producers, taking into account that in the no policy

case research would otherwise be redirected towards process innovation. Figure 2 shows that

higher quality of existing capital goods does not induce �rms in consumption good sectors

to reduce the pace of knowledge accumulation. After a short term decline due to a drop in

demand of sectoral goods (Figure 4), in-house R&D picks up and �rm accelerate the accu-

mulation of knowledge driven by the expansionary e�ect of higher capital productivity. This

outcome, similarly to other results below, suggest that the market size e�ect is crucial in the

model for the decision to engage in process innovation.

The short-run decline in consumption might be explained by intertemporal optimization:

Product R&D subsidy Process R&D subsidy Energy Tax Investment Subsidy

(15%) (15%) (25%) (20%)

2.26 -2.74 -4.30 -3.89

Table 2: Welfare impact of policies
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Figure 2: Impact of a product innovation subsidy on process innovation

agents take chance to invest in higher quality capital by postponing investment. In the short

run production in consumption good sectors decline, with the exception of energy-intensive

industries. The reason is related to the underlying input-output structure. The capital

good sector makes heavy use of intermediates from energy-intensive �rms and, for the EIM

sector, the lower �nal demand is mitigated by soaring production in that sector. The overall

impact on aggregate welfare - the discounted stream of consumption up to 2050 - results to

be positive, close to 2.3 % (Table 2).

Figure 3: Macroeconomic impact of a product innovation subsidy

Note: EI: energy intensity; ED: energy demand; C: aggregate consumption; Q: quality stock of capital goods.

A product innovation subsidy is a quite powerful instrument to promote energy e�ciency.

Fig. 5 shows that the energy e�ciency indicator φ jumps by more than 8% in all consumption

good sectors, which is due to a combination of higher replacement rate of old capital vintages

and a better quality of available technologies. This energy e�ciency indicator only measures

the energy e�ciency embodied in the installed capital goods and does not take into account

additional productivity gains from the accumulation of knowledge. Looking instead at the
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aggregate energy intensity, we observe a positive overall outcome for this policy. Figure

3 reveals the tendency for aggregate energy intensity of �nal consumption to decline over

time and to achieve a 5% improvement with respect to the no intervention scenario. The

policy slows down the growth in total energy demand and makes it decouple from aggregate

consumption, but it has little success to reduce the absolute amount of energy used in the

economy.

Figure 4: Impact of a product innovation subsidy on sectoral output

Figure 5: Impact of a product innovation subsidy on energy e�ciency of the stock of durable goods

Process R&D subsidy The subsidy to process innovation is applied uniformly to all

sectors engaged in process-related R&D and, compared to the other innovation subsidy,

this instrument directly involves a larger group of innovation centres (knowledge is sector-

speci�c). The subsidy triggers an immediate push in R&D investment in process innovation

and, in turn, higher R&D investment has a positive impact on sectoral output in the short

run (Fig. 8). In the long run the positive e�ect on process innovation subdues and process-

related R&D investment results to be in all consumption good sectors about 9-10% higher

than in the baseline (Fig. 6). Similarly, the capital good sector experiences a stronger
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accumulation of knowledge capital and the research e�ort is substantially turned towards

process innovation (Fig. 1).

Process innovation is input saving and demand for energy declines, along with demand

for investment goods. The depressed condition in the market for capital goods leads to

a scaling down in R&D investment on product quality (Fig. 7). The level of quality of

investment goods stays low even after the demand for capital catches up. In this scenario

capital goods are cheaper but with lower embodied quality, which is important for both

economic growth and environmental concerns. Production in all sectors is much more capital-

intensive than knowledge-intensive and a process R&D subsidy is less e�ective to boost

aggregate consumption and reduce energy consumption. Moreover, �rms are accumulating

capital with lower embodied productivity compared to the baseline and energy intensity

tends to deteriorate over time, leading to an increase in the growth of energy demand in

the last periods. Figure 9 shows that the energy e�ciency of the capital stock is lower in

some consumption good sectors and, in general, it deteriorates over time because of the

accumulation e�ect: capital with worse quality (compared to the no policy scenario) has

been installed since the introduction of the policy.

Figure 6: Impact of a process innovation subsidy on process innovation

5.2 Environmental policy - Energy Tax

We simulate the impact of a 25% proportional tax on the energy price, that might be

introduced for environmental reasons. This scenario can as well be a rough representation of

carbon pricing applied to the energy sector, neglecting the possibility of switching between

di�erent energy sources. The energy tax is very e�ective to reduce energy demand: the

growth of aggregate energy production drops by 7.8% as soon as the tax is introduced

and does not recover in the long run. The strong e�ect is the combination of a scale and

technology e�ect. In the short run aggregate consumption falls by 10% and the quality of
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Figure 7: Macroeconomic impact of a process innovation subsidy

Note: EI: energy intensity; ED: energy demand; C: aggregate consumption; Q: quality stock of capital goods.

Figure 8: Impact of a process innovation subsidy on sectoral output

capital goods promptly reacts to the higher energy costs, going up by 4-5%. Over time �nal

consumption recovers, whereas the energy e�ciency of newly produced capital goods grows

at a slower pace.

At the sectoral level, production drops in all consumption good sectors (Fig. 12). Agri-

culture (AGR) and lighter industrial productions (NEIM) experience the heaviest losses, by

approximately 4.5% in the long term. Once more, the input-output structure of the model

generates a quite surprising result. The drop in output for the energy intensive sector is quite

modest, and it is because the capital good sector is bene�ting from the tax. This results

suggest that there might a trade-o� between environmental and innovation goals.

Finally, results show no sign of a signi�cant rebound e�ect from capital production. The

higher level of production in the durable good sector does not have a noteworthy e�ect on

aggregate energy demand.
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Figure 9: Impact of a process innovation subsidy on energy e�ciency of the stock of durable goods

Figure 10: Impact of an energy tax on process innovation

5.3 Demand pull policy

Finally we consider a subsidy for the investment in new vintages of physical capital goods.

The subsidy applies to the cost of investing in physical capital in consumption good sectors.

The policy clearly triggers higher capital investment and it has an expansionary e�ect on

the production of durable goods in the long term (Fig. 16). Even if capital investment is

accelerated, R&D on product quality takes time to increase and the equilibrium quality stock

slowly rises with respect to the baseline. Figure 1 shows that the subsidy initially favours

cost-cutting innovation on durable goods but the e�ect is reverted in the long run. Therefore

in the earlier phase, energy e�ciency of the installed capital stock (Fig. 17) tends to rise

because of the higher rate of replacement of capital vintages. Later on the trend continues,

but mostly because of the higher embodied quality of physical capital in the last phase.

Faster capital accumulation substitutes out energy in production and, together with the

capital vintage replacement e�ect, it contributes to lower energy demand. But this is not the

fully story. Energy intensity actually increases with respect to the baseline (Fig. 15) and the

policy seems to fail in leading the economy towards sustainable development. The drop in

energy demand is instead driven by a fall in aggregate consumption, which is accompanied
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Figure 11: Macroeconomic impact of an energy tax

Note: EI: energy intensity; ED: energy demand; C: aggregate consumption; Q: quality stock of capital goods.

Figure 12: Impact of an energy tax on sectoral output

by a substantial welfare loss (Table 2). The generalized decline in process innovation in

consumption good sectors (Figure 14) contributes to deteriorate energy productivity over

time.

6 Conclusions

We present a new dynamic multisector CGE model that distinguishes between product

and process innovation and separates innovation from technology adoption decisions, by

including capital vintage in the style of the ISTC literature. The model better accounts

for the complex network of technology �ows we observe in the data. Important for the

assessment of environmental policies, we represent technological change in investment goods

not only as capital-saving but also as energy-saving.

Our �ndings indicate that it might exist a trade-o� between environmental and innovation

goals. In line with previous studies, our results show that a policy raising energy costs has a
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Figure 13: Impact of an energy tax on energy e�ciency of the stock of durable goods

Figure 14: Impact of an investment subsidy on process innovation

detrimental impact on process-related R&D spending. However, the model is able to capture

the response of product innovation in the capital good sector, which is instead positively

a�ected by the tax.

Our analysis indicate that the endogenous investment in quality of durable goods is in

fact crucial for economic growth and environmental goals. Hysteresis in the accumulation of

physical capital, typical of models with capital vintages, calls for a careful consideration of a

policy's impact on this type of product innovation even in the short run. The results of this

paper are in line with the �nding of the literature on ISTC, which highlights the importance

of capital-embodied technology to drive productivity and sustain economic growth.

This paper presents interesting results in qualitative terms, but further robustness anal-

ysis is necessary to support our �ndings. More realistic policy exercises are planned, for

instance the explicit modelling of pollution and an emission trading scheme, like the EU-

ETS, that would allow to have more precise and comprehensive results on climate policy.

Energy e�ciency standards could also be analysed with our model. A very interesting exten-

sion is the analysis of alternative rebating schemes for the energy tax. The negative impact

of the tax on innovation might well change if the revenues are used to cut input costs, i.e.

labour. We leave for future research the accounting of human capital in the innovation
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Figure 15: Macroeconomic impact of an investment subsidy

Note: EI: energy intensity; ED: energy demand; C: aggregate consumption; Q: quality stock of capital goods.

Figure 16: Impact of an investment subsidy on sectoral output

Figure 17: Impact of an investment subsidy on energy e�ciency of the stock of durable goods
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process and frictions in the labour market.

Finally, our study neglects knowledge spillovers. Several studies have already shown the

welfare enhancing e�ect of R&D subsidies and we have a rather distinct focus. We are

interested in the distinction between product and process innovation and we have no a priori

information on the di�erence in the level of knowledge externalities between the two types

of innovation. Apart from rent spillovers possibly related to product innovation (interesting

for future research), the introduction of classic knowledge externalities would not enrich the

analysis.
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